Detection of low-affinity anti-drug antibodies and improved drug tolerance in immunogenicity testing by Octet(®) biolayer interferometry.
We assessed the utility of the FortéBio Octet(®) system for detection of anti-drug antibodies (ADAs) against an investigational therapeutic human IgG1 monoclonal antibody (mAb), CNTO X. To understand the relative merits of this technology, key performance requirements were compared with two popularly accepted ADA detection methods, a step-wise bridging ELISA and a Meso Scale Discovery (MSD) homogeneous (single step binding) bridging ECLIA. When used to detect 13 monoclonal ADAs of varying affinities and one polyclonal ADA, all three methods demonstrated their greatest apparent sensitivity to the polyclonal sample (1, 6, and 130 ng/mL, respectively for ECLIA, ELISA, and Octet). Sensitivity to monoclonal ADAs tended to vary in accordance with their affinities, however, the sensitivity of the Octet method varied much less between ADAs. As a result, the above ranking became reversed such that Octet was the most and ELISA least sensitive for detection of low-affinity ADAs. With regard to drug tolerance, the presence of CNTO X could lead to false-negative assay results, although each method was affected to a different degree, with the Octet method tolerating up to 10 times more drug than the ECLIA method, which in turn tolerated up to 10 times more than the ELISA. Finally, the ECLIA and Octet methods were applied to the bioanalysis of cynomolgus monkey sera from a pre-clinical multiple dose study of CNTO X. Octet indicated 3 positive animals developed ADA as early as day 15 of the dosing phase while drug was present at nearly 1mg/mL. ECLIA detected only one of these, and only in a day 57 recovery sample after drug had cleared from circulation. We conclude that the Octet is a promising platform for detection of lower affinity ADAs and is particularly suitable for ADA detection when drug persists at levels that negatively impact bridging immunoassays.